Abstract-Decentralized decision-making requires the interaction of various local decision-makers in order to arrive at a global decision. Limited sensing capabilities at each local site can create ambiguities in a decision-making process at each local site. We argue that such ambiguities are of differing gradations. We propose a framework for decentralized decision-making (applied to decentralized control in particular) that allows computation of such ambiguity gradations and utilizes their knowledge in arriving at a global decision. Each local decision is tagged with a certain grade or level of ambiguity, with zero being the minimum ambiguity level. A global decision is taken to be the same as a "winning" local decision, i.e., one having the minimum level of ambiguity. The computation of an ambiguity level for a local decision requires an assessment of the self-ambiguities as well as the ambiguities of the others, and an inference based upon such knowledge. For the existence of a decentralized supervisor, so that for each controllable event the ambiguity levels of all winning disablement or enablement decisions are bounded by some number (such a supervisor is termed -inferring), the notion of -inference observability is introduced. We show that the conjunctive-and-permissive (C&P) disjunctive-and-antipermissive (D&A) co-observability is the same as the zero-inference observability, whereas the conditional C&P D&A co-observability is the same as the unity-inference observability. We also present examples of higher order inference-observable languages. Our framework does not require the existence of any a priori partition of the controllable events into permissive/antipermissive sets, nor does it require a global control computation based on conjunction/disjunction of local decisions, exhibiting that our ambiguity-based approach is more efficient.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
ISCRETE event systems (DESs) are systems with discrete states that evolve in response to the occurrence of certain discrete qualitative changes, called events. A theory for control of qualitative behaviors of such systems was first proposed in [16] and is described in detail in [5] . A controller, also called a supervisor, restricts the behavior of a given DES, also called a plant, by dynamically disabling certain controllable events, based up on its observations of any event-sequence executed by the plant. When the plant is physically distributed, observations and local control computations occur at different physically distributed locations, resulting in a decentralized control. There are many prior papers dealing with decentralized control of DESs, including [2] - [4] , [6] , [7] , [10] - [15] , [17] - [19] , [21] - [27] , and [29] - [31] . Common to all the decentralized control schemes is the requirement that local decision-makers do not communicate among each other and the decision fusion unit is "memoryless," i.e., a global control decision is arrived at by performing a functional computation over the local control decisions. The setting where local decision-makers can communicate among each other is known as distributed control (and is a more general setting than decentralized control) [1] , [20] , [28] .
In any decentralized decision-making paradigm, such as decentralized control or diagnosis, multiple decision-makers, each with its limited sensing and/or control capabilities, interact to come up with the global decisions. Presence of limited sensing capabilities can lead to ambiguity in knowing the system state and thereby ambiguity in decision-making. Consider, for example, the problem of decentralized control of DESs. Suppose there exist two traces that are executable in the plant and are indistinguishable to a local supervisor, and a locally controllable event that is feasible and legal following the first trace, whereas it is feasible and illegal following the second trace. Since these two traces are indistinguishable, upon receiving their observation, the local supervisor will be ambiguous about whether to enable or disable the locally controllable event.
In the past, different techniques have been suggested for the management of such ambiguity in the context of decentralized control. In the so-called conjunctive-and-permissive (C&P) architecture of decentralized control, when a local supervisor is ambiguous about the control decision of a locally controllable event, it simply enables it. Also in this architecture, an event is globally enabled only if it is locally enabled by all local supervisors having control over that event. (The C&P architecture was used in most initial works on decentralized control of DESs; the term itself was formulated in [30] .) As a result, only those languages are achievable as closed-loop behaviors in which, for any controllable event that needs to be disabled, there exists at least one local supervisor that is able to do so unambiguously. The class of such languages is known as C&P co-observable languages. Similarly, in the disjunctive-and-antipermissive (D&A) architecture [30] , when a local supervisor is ambiguous about the control decision of a locally controllable event, it simply disables it. Also in this architecture, an event is globally disabled 0018-9286/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE only if it is locally disabled by all local supervisors having control over that event. Consequently, the class of languages achievable under the D&A architecture has the property that, for any controllable event that needs to be enabled, there exists at least one local supervisor that is able to do so unambiguously. The class of such languages is known as D&A co-observable languages, and this class is incomparable to the C&P co-observable class.
The C&P D&A architecture [30] combines the features of both the C&P and D&A architectures. The set of controllable events is partitioned into two disjoint subsets: i) the permissive set for which the control decision in case of ambiguity is enablement and ii) the antipermissive set for which the control decision in case of ambiguity is disablement. Plus an event in the permissive (respectively, antipermissive) set is globally enabled (respectively, disabled) if it is enabled (respectively, disabled) by all local supervisors having control over that event. A language is achievable as a closed-loop behavior in this architecture if there exists a partition of the controllable events such that the events in the permissive (respectively, antipermissive) set can be unambiguously disabled (respectively, enabled) by some local supervisor. The PSC (respectively, PCX) architecture presented in [15] considered a more general four-way (respectively, eight-way) partition of the controllable event set to account for the priorities and the exclusivities of the event control. The classes of languages achievable under C&P D&A or PSC or PCX architectures happen to be the same, and subsume the classes of languages achievable under C&P as well as D&A architectures [15] .
In all the above architectures, a local decision is taken purely on the basis of assessing the self-ambiguities-the ambiguities of other local decision-makers are not assessed or used. A knowledge-based mechanism for assessing the self-ambiguities was presented in [17] , and later the same architecture was used for assessing the self-ambiguities as well as the ambiguities of the others in [18] . The process of utilizing the knowledge of the self-ambiguities together with the ambiguities of the others for the sake of decision-making was referred to as "inferencing" in [18] and "conditioning" in [31] . As is the case with prior noninferencing-based approaches, these inferencing-based approaches require the existence of an a priori partition of the controllable events into certain permissive/antipermissive sets, and also these prior approaches are limited by a "single level" of inferencing. (The notion of single-versus multilevel inferencing will become clear in the following.) In this paper, we introduce a framework for decentralized decision-making (decentralized control in particular) that i) supports inferencing utilizing the knowledge of the self-ambiguities as well as the ambiguities of the other decision makers, ii) demonstrates the partition of events into permissive/antipermissive sets is redundant, and iii) supports inferencing over an arbitrary number of levels of ambiguity. Each local supervisor uses its observations of the system behavior to come up with its control decision together with a grade or level of ambiguity for that control decision. The computation of an ambiguity-grade of a local decision requires the assessment of the self-ambiguities together with the ambiguities of the others.
A control decision with level-zero ambiguity is taken when the local supervisor is unambiguous about its enablement/disablement decision. This happens for a locally controllable event if all the traces, producing the same observation as the one received, when extended by the locally controllable event yield traces such that those feasible are either all legal or all illegal. Otherwise, a higher ambiguity level control decision is issued. For example, a disablement decision of level-one ambiguity is issued for a certain controllable event following a certain observation if there exist certain traces, producing the same observation as the one received, such that the extension by the controllable event is feasible and legal in some cases whereas feasible and illegal in some others. Existence of such traces is clearly the source of ambiguity for the local supervisor in question. Yet, suppose the local supervisor is able to determine that, for each trace for which the controllable event extension is feasible and legal, there exists another local supervisor that can issue an enablement decision with level-zero ambiguity; then the local supervisor issues a disablement decision with level-one ambiguity.
In general, a local supervisor will issue a disablement (respectively, enablement) decision with an ambiguity level for a locally controllable event following a certain observation if for each "ambiguous" trace, producing the same observation as the one received, and possessing a feasible and legal (respectively, illegal) controllable event extension, there exists another local supervisor that can issue an enablement (respectively, disablement) decision with an ambiguity level at most 1. Clearly, a level-zero ambiguity control decision is based on assessment of only the self-ambiguities, whereas a level-ambiguity control decision is based on assessment of the self-ambiguities together with the ambiguities of other local supervisors such that, for each trace that creates the ambiguity, there exists another local supervisor that can issue a control decision with an ambiguity level at most 1. In this manner, our framework allows inferencing involving multiple levels of ambiguities. Following the execution of each event, all local supervisors receiving a new observation issue a control decision for each of their locally controllable events, tagged with a certain level of ambiguity. The global control decision for a controllable event is taken to be the same as a local control decision whose ambiguity level is the minimum. (Such a local decision can be considered to be a "winning" local decision.) We formulate the notion of inference observability to characterize the class of languages achievable in the proposed framework of decentralized control. The property of -inference observability ensures that, for each controllable event, the ambiguity levels of all winning enablement or all winning disablement control decisions are at most .
We show that a language is C&P D&A co-observable (so that it can be achieved as a closed-loop behavior in the C&P D&A architecture) if and only if it is zero-inference observable. Similarly, a language is conditionally C&P D&A co-observable if and only if it is unity-inference observable. Thus the framework presented here nicely subsumes those reported in [18] , [30] , and [31] . Further, our framework allows identifying other higher order inference-observable languages. We provide an effective test to verify whether a given language is -inference observable.
A feature of our framework is that it does not require the existence of an a priori partition of the controllable events into the permissive/antipermissive sets, nor does it require performing conjunction/disjunction over local decisions to arrive at a global decision. Thus the proposed framework is more efficient as a framework for decentralized decision-making than those conceptualized in the earlier works-for example, it does not require the creation of default decision rules. Furthermore, for the earlier approaches, it is not clear how to generalize them for higher orders of inferencing.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Notation and preliminaries are presented in Section II. Section III introduces our framework of inference-based decentralized control where the local supervisors as well as global control decisions are defined. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an inference-based decentralized supervisor is presented in Section IV, where the notion of -inference observability is introduced, and an effective test for the same is presented. Section IV also presents an example that is two-inference observable but not one-inference observable (and hence not conditionally C&P D&A co-observable). Various properties of -inference observability are presented in Section V. Finally the conclusion is presented in Section VI.
II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
We consider a DES modeled by an automaton , where is the set of states, is the finite set of events, is the transition function, is the set of initial states, and is the set of marked states. is said to be deterministic if and, for each and and . Let be the set of all finite traces of elements of , including the empty trace . The function can be generalized to in the natural way. The generated and marked languages of , denoted by and , respectively, are defined as and . Let be a language. We denote the set of all prefixes of traces in by , i.e., . For supervisory control purposes [16] , the event set is partitioned into two disjoint subsets and of controllable and uncontrollable events, respectively. A language is said to be • -closed if ; • controllable (with respect to ) if . We assume that a control specification is described by a nonempty sublanguage . Under a complete observation of plant events, there exists a centralized nonblocking supervisor for if and only if is -closed and controllable [16] .
In this paper, we consider decentralized supervisory control where local supervisors control the system so that the controlled behavior satisfies a (global) specification. Let be the set of locally controllable events for the th local supervisor , in which case
For each controllable event , we define the index set of local supervisors for which is controllable by . We assume that the limited sensing capabilities of the th local supervisor can be represented as the local observation mask, , where is the set of locally observed symbols and .
III. INFERENCE-BASED DECENTRALIZED CONTROL FRAMEWORK
Let the set be the set of control decisions, where "0" represents a disablement decision, "1" represents an enablement decision, and represents an unsure (or pass) decision. Each inference-based local supervisor is defined as a map , where denotes the set of nonnegative integers, and for each and A useful notion of a decentralized supervisor is the boundedness of the ambiguity level of its "winning" decisions. A supervisor is said to be -inferring if, for each controllable event, all winning enablement or all winning disablement decisions have ambiguity levels below .
Definition 1: A decentralized supervisor is said to be -inferring if, for each , either such that (1) or such that
Note the definition of -inferringness requires that be defined, and so it only applies to a valid . This is not a restriction since we are interested in finding such that equals a specification language, implying that must be defined for such a .
IV. EXISTENCE OF INFERENCE-BASED DECENTRALIZED CONTROL
In this section, we introduce the notion of -inference observability in order to characterize the class of languages achievable under the control of an -inferring decentralized supervisor. For this, given a specification of the plant language, we divide into a set of language pairs, one pair for each controllable event . The set is the set of traces in where must be disabled , whereas the set is the set of traces where must be enabled . Using these as the base step, we inductively define a monotonically decreasing sequence of language pairs as follows:
and Note that is a sublanguage of consisting of traces for which there exists an -indistinguishable trace in for each . As a result, all the local supervisors that have control over will be ambiguous about their control decision for following the execution of a trace in (and, as we will see below, their ambiguity level will be at least as high as 1). The sublanguage of can be understood in a similar fashion. The language has the following intuitive interpretation: it consists of those traces for which the required control for is disablement but all supervisors remain ambiguous about it even after -levels of inferencing. A dual interpretation exists for the language . Then we have the following definition of -inference observability.
Definition 2: A language is said to be -inference observable if, for any or . As we will see below, this guarantees that, for each controllable event, the maximum ambiguity level of either all winning disablement decisions or all winning enablement decisions is below .
Assume that a language is -inference observable so that, for each , either or . Note that the former implies , whereas the latter implies . Knowing that a specification language is -inference observable, a local supervisor can compute its control decision and associate a level of ambiguity with it as follows. For each and , the th local supervisor computes
Note that since or , both and are bounded above by . Here denotes the minimum index such that the observation does not match with the observations of any of the traces in . (Note that by virtue of -inference observability, such an index cannot exceed 2.) Then represents the ambiguity level of a disablement decision "contemplated" by the th supervisor for the event following the observation . Similarly, the notation represents the ambiguity level of an enablement decision "contemplated" by the th supervisor for the event following the observation . Which of the two contemplated decisions is ultimately issued is decided by comparing the two ambiguity levels versus and favoring the smaller one. This is formalized next.
For a local supervisor , its control decision and ambiguity level for a controllable event following an observation , i.e., , is determined as follows:
Remark 1: In summary, the implementation of a decentralized control in the proposed framework requires verifying whether -inference observability holds by verifying whether for each (see Remark 2) . For a specification that is -inference observable, the languages are computed (again see Remark 2) . When the plant executes a trace , it is observed as the trace at the th local site. Using (3) and (4), the th local site computes the values and . When (respectively, ) is smaller, the th local site issues a disablement (respectively, enablement) decision with ambiguity level (respectively, ), whereas when the two values are the same, the unsure decision with ambiguity level is issued. All local decisions are collected at a central decision fusion unit. The global decision is always taken to be a minimum-ambiguity local decision. In case no clear winner exists, the unsure global decision is issued. The property of -inference observability guarantees that a clear winner will always exist.
We first show that the decentralized control for which the local supervisors are given by (3)- (6) is valid and enforces the given specification. This requires the following lemma. Armed with the lemmas above, we are ready to present the main result of this section, a theorem that proves the necessity and sufficiency of -inference observability for the existence of an -inferring decentralized supervisor enforcing the given specification. The following example illustrates a two-inference observable language that is not one-inference observable.
Example 1: We consider a DES modeled by the automaton shown in Fig. 1(a) , which is a modified version of the DES considered in [31] . A double circle is used to identify a marked state. Let if otherwise if otherwise Also, let be a language marked by the automaton shown in Fig. 1(b) . Clearly, is -closed and controllable.
We show that is two-inference observable. Initially, we have Since Fig. 1 . Automata G and G of Example 1.
we have which implies that is not zero-inference observable. Consider for which must be disabled. However, the first (respectively, second) supervisor (respectively, ) cannot disable unambiguously since (respectively, ) cannot distinguish between and (respectively, and ), and must be enabled after (respectively, ) is executed. Also, consider for which must be enabled. However, (respectively, ) cannot enable unambiguously since (respectively, ) cannot distinguish between and (respectively, and ), and must be disabled after (respectively, ) is executed. Thus, the specification cannot be achieved using the zero-level inferencing.
Further, since we have which implies that is not one-inference observable. Consider for which must be disabled. cannot distinguish between and , and must be enabled after is executed. On the other hand, cannot unambiguously enable after is executed since it cannot distinguish between and , and must be disabled after is executed. So cannot disable with the ambiguity level one after is executed. Analogously, cannot disable with the ambiguity level one after is executed. Also, consider for which must be enabled. cannot distinguish between and , and must be disabled after is executed. On the other hand, cannot unambiguously disable after is executed since it cannot distinguish between and , and must be enabled after is executed. So cannot enable initially with ambiguity level one. Analogously, cannot enable initially with ambiguity level one. Thus, the specification cannot be achieved using one-level inferencing.
Moreover, since we have Thus, is two-inference observable. can disable with ambiguity level two after is executed. Although cannot distinguish between and can enable with ambiguity level one after is executed. Also, can enable initially with ambiguity level two. Although cannot distinguish between and can disable with ambiguity level one after is executed. Thus, the specification can be achieved using two-level inferencing.
The local decisions of and computed using (3)-(6) are shown in Table I . For example, is computed as follows. By (3) and (4) . By the proof of the sufficiency part of Theorem 1, is a nonblocking two-inferring decentralized supervisor such that . Remark 2: We discuss how to verify -inference observability of a regular language , where is a finite automaton. The verification of -inference observability requires sequentially computing the language pair and checking their emptiness for each . Since checking emptiness of a language can be done linearly in the size of an acceptor of the language, we only discuss the computation of certain acceptors for the above sequence of language pairs. The main point of our construction is to establish that the step of "determinization" (which is exponential in the size of the automaton being determinized) is never required.
Let be a deterministic finite trim acceptor of . Then, and hold. The language is computed by replacing the marked state set with . For the finite automaton , we have . It follows that the complexity of computing is . For computing , we construct the synchronous composition of and , where , and is defined in the usual manner [14] . Then holds. For each , let . Then, for the finite automaton , we have . It follows that the complexity of computing is . Let and be finite acceptors of and , respectively. For each , a finite acceptor of is constructed as follows: replace each transition that exists in by a set of transitions on all -indistinguishable events (including ). Note that since an -transition is implicitly defined at each state as a self-loop, unobservable events will get added as self-loops at each state of . Then, the resulting, possibly nondeterministic, automaton accepts . It should be noted that this resulting automaton, denoted by , has the same state set as . In the same way, we can construct a finite automaton accepting , denoted by . Then, the synchronous compositions and accept and , respectively. Let and be the state sets of and , respectively. Then the size of the state sets of and are and , respectively.
V. PROPERTIES OF -INFERENCE OBSERVABILITY
Since the sequence of language pairs is monotonically decreasing, the following result is easily obtained (the proof is omitted).
Theorem 2: For any , if a language is -inference observable, then it is -inference observable. The converse relation of Theorem 2 need not hold. For example, the language of Example 1 is two-inference observable but not one-inference observable.
We show that both coobservability and conditional coobservability defined in [30] and [31] , respectively, are special cases of -inference observability.
Definition 3: [30] A language is said to be the following.
• We end this section by showing that observability is weaker than -inference observability for any , i.e., the requirements for the existence of a centralized control are weaker than those for the existence of an inference-based decentralized control, as intuitively expected.
We recall the definition of observability. The global observation mask is defined as a map , where, for each . Definition 7: [2] , [9] A language is said to be observable if, for any and any This contradicts the assumption that is -inference observable.
The converse relation of Theorem 5 need not hold. We present an example of a language that is observable but not -inference observable for any . Example 2: We consider a DES modeled by the automaton shown in Fig. 2(a) . Let if otherwise if otherwise
We consider a language that is marked by the automaton shown in Fig. 2 
VI. CONCLUSION
A key issue in decentralized decision-making is the "fusion" of the local decisions to arrive at a global decision. We presented a new framework for such decision fusion, which we applied here for the decentralized control of DESs. The main idea is to realize that the sensing limitations can create ambiguities of differing gradations at local sites engaged in decision-making; use inferencing to assess the gradations of the ambiguities; and utilize this knowledge in forming a local decision. Each local decision is to be tagged with a certain grade of ambiguity. Then, a global decision is taken to be the same as a local decision carrying the minimum grade of ambiguity.
The proposed framework is a more efficient way of approaching decentralized control-it does not require the existence of any a priori partition of the controllable events into permissive/antipermissive sets with which certain default control decisions must be associated, nor does it require a fusion based on conjunction/disjunction taken over the set of local decisions. Also the proposed framework is able to subsume the various decision fusion architectures examined in the prior works. The framework has recently been used for decentralized diagnosis [8] , and application to other problems of decentralized decision-making should be explored.
Besides introducing the new architecture for decentralized decision-making, another main contribution is the characterization of the class of languages ( -inference observable languages) that can be achieved under an inference-based decentralized control. It should be noted that as the order of inferencing incorporated into decentralized decision-making is enhanced, the corresponding cost of computing the local decisions is also increased (as formalized in Remark 2).
